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Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a modern technique that allows to deposit
nanometric, conformal coatings on almost any kind of substrate, from plastics to
ceramic, metals or even composites. ALD coatings are not dependent on the
morphology of the substrate and are only regulated by the composition of the
precursors, the chamber temperature and the number of cycles.
In this work, mono‐ and bi‐layer nanometric, protective low‐temperature ALD
coatings, based on Al2O3 and TiO2, were applied on AISI 420 Stainless Steel in order
to enhance its relatively low corrosion resistance in chloride containing environments.
Tribological testing were also performed on the ALD coated AISI 420 in order to
evaluate the wear and scratch resistance of these nanometric layers and thus evaluate
their durability.
Scratch tests were performed using a standard Rockwell C indenter, under a variable
load condition, in order to evaluate the critical loading condition for each coating.
Wear testing were performed using a stainless steel counterpart, in ball‐on‐disc
configuration, in order to measure the friction coefficient and to confront the wear
resistance. All scratch tests scars and wear tracks were then observed by means of
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) in order to understand the wear mechanisms
that occurred on the sample surfaces.
Corrosion testing, performed under immersion in 0.2 M NaCl solutions, clearly showed
that the ALD coatings have a strong effect in protecting the Stainless Steel substrate
against corrosion, reducing the corrosion current density by two orders of magnitude.
The preliminary tribological results showed that ALD depositions obtained at low
temperatures have a brittle behavior caused by the amorphous nature of their
structure, and thus undergo delamination phenomena during Scratch Testing at
relatively low applied loads. During ball‐on‐disc testing, the coatings were removed
from the substrate, in particular for monolayer ALD configurations, which seem to
have a lower toughness when compared to bi‐layer configurations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Martensitic stainless steels are widely used for a
wide range of applications, mainly due to their
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balanced properties, as they couple relatively
microhardness, mechanical resistance and
corrosion resistance in many aggressive
environments [1]. For these reasons, martensitic
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stainless steels are nowadays applied for: knife
blades [2], oil and gas [3], offshore platforms [4],
turbine blades [5], components subject to
abrasive wear at relatively high temperature or
aggressive environments [6].
Even so, stainless steels could show insufficient
corrosion resistance in strongly aggressive media
containing Cl‐ and S2‐ ions, at high temperature or
very high / low pH values [7]. For these reasons, in
particular circumstances Stainless Steels may need
a further improvement of corrosion protection.
Conventional treatments, such as painting, are
hardly applicable to Stainless Steel due to
adhesion problems between paint and the metal
substrate [8].
A great number of innovative treatments are
nowadays under intensive study to improve
Stainless Steel corrosion resistance, such as
plasma detonation techniques [9], arc‐ion plating
[10], sol‐gel deposition [11], chemical conversion
layers of cerium [12] chromium [13] or other
elements, Chemical Vapor Deposition [14], High‐
Velocity Oxy‐fuel Spray (HVOF) [15], plasma‐
nitriding [16], and Atomic Layer Deposition [17].
All these techniques may also be applied in order
to improve the tribological resistance of the
substrate, as they grant higher hardness and wear
abrasion when compared to stainless steel or
other common metallic alloys [18‐21].
The modern concept of ALD is an extension of the
ALE (Atomic Layer Epitaxy), patented by Prof.
Suntola [22]. Suntola’s studies were mainly
focused on switching effects in chalcogenide
nanometric films for solid state electronic devices
[23‐25], and lately extended to a wide range of
amorphous semi‐conductive thin films [26]. ALD
(as ALE) process involves a sequence of self‐
limiting surface reactions. As evidenced in 1980 by
Ahonen et al. [27], the self‐limiting characteristic of
each reaction step differentiates ALE and ALD
from
other
chemical
vapor
deposition
technolnologies. In ALD each deposition cycle is
clearly divided in four steps: in the first step a
precursor is injected in the deposition chamber.
The precursor is chosen so that its molecules will
not react with each other at the deposition
temperature. In ideal situations, a single
monolayer is thus formed as a result of the
reaction with the substrate. In the second step, the
chamber is purged with nitrogen or argon gas in
order to remove the excess of reactant and prevent
“parasitic” CVD deposition on the substrate, which

will eventually occur if two different precursors
are present in the deposition chamber at the same
time. In the third step, the second precursor is
injected in the chamber. In the case of metal oxide
layers, this is an oxidant agent, usually simple H2O.
The last step of the deposition cycle is a second
purge to remove the excess of reactant with
purging gas. Closed‐loop repetitions of the four
basic steps theoretically allow obtaining perfectly
conformal deposits of any desired thickness. By
avoiding the contact between the precursors
throughout the whole coating process, a film
growth at atomic layer control, with a thickness
control within ~ 10 pm, can be obtained.
Interest in ALD has increased stepwise in the
mid‐1990’s and 2000’s, with the interest focused
on silicon‐based microelectronics [28]. Up to the
present time, ALD processes have been used to
deposit several types of nanometric films,
including several chemical compounds (e.g.
AsGa, CdSe,…), metal oxides (e.g. Al2O3, CaO, CuO,
Er2O3, Ga2O3, HfO2, La2O3, MgO, Nb2O5, Sc2O3,
SiO2, Ta2O5, TiO2, Y2O3, Yb2O3, ZnO, ZrO2),
nitrides (e.g. TiN, TaN, AlN, GaN, WN, NbN),
sulfides (e.g. SrS, ZnS), carbides (e.g. TaC, TiC),
fluorides (e.g. CaF2, LaF3, MgF2), pure metals
(e.g. Ru, Ir, Ta, Pt), biomaterials (e.g.
hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2)) and even
polymers (e.g. Polyimides) [29,30].
Results on the corrosion protection on stainless
steel by ALD TiO2 and Al2O3 layers were already
obtained by Matero et al. (1999) [30], which
supposed that the conformal ALD coatings could
improve the corrosion resistance of different
metal alloys. In 2007, Shan et al. [31] used TiO2
ALD layers to protect an undefined stainless steel,
obtaining only a limited effect. In 2011, Marin et
al. [32], Diaz et al. [17] and Potts et al. [33] clearly
showed that the residual porosity of ALD layers
decreases increasing the thickness of the layer
thus improving the protection of the substrate. In
most cases [32,17,33,34] the nanometric ALD
layers clearly showed a corrosion protection
similar, if not superior to conventional protective
techniques and thicker coatings, even if common
industrial tests (salt spray) performed on Plasma
Enhanced ALD by Potts et al. [33] clearly showed
a time‐limited corrosion protection.
In this work, characterization of ALD coated AISI
316 L has been carried out, in order to
determine the possible use of nanometric
ceramic ALD coatings for the corrosion and
tribological protection of stainless steel.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Samples production
Discs of standard AISI 420 martensitic stainless
steel (chemical composition wt.%: C = 0.035; P <
0.04; S < 0.03; Mn = 2.0; Si = 0.75; Cr = 16.0 –
18.0; Ni = 10.0 – 15.0; Mo = 2.0 – 3.0) were
obtained by machining and cutting of bars. The
discs were then grinded using SiC abrasive
paper in order to obtain a surface roughness of
about 100 nm Ra, which was considered to be
suitable for testing, in particular in the case of
Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry
(GDOES) analyses and wear. Samples surface
was then cleaned using ethanol in ultrasonic
bath for 10 minutes and dried in a dry heat
sterilizer at a temperature of 80° C for 15
minutes. Some samples were then partially
masked with heat resistant laboratory tape to
prevent ALD deposition on part of the substrate,
thus creating a clear and sharp interface
between coated and uncoated region after
adhesive tape removal.
The ALD coating was deposited using a TFS 500
reactor (Beneq Oy, Finland): Al2O3 layers were
obtained using trimethylaluminium (Al(CH3)3)
and H2O precursors and TiO2 layers were
obtained using titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4)
and H2O precursors. Both depositions were
performed at a temperature of 120 °C. The low
temperature processes were chosen in order to
obtain an amorphous structure for both layers.
The number of precursor cycles for each
deposition was calculated using a growth rate
per cycle (GPC) of ~0.1 nm/cycle for TiO2 and a
GPC of ~0.15 nm/cycle for Al2O3.
The samples were coated using different ALD
configurations, with an overall coating thickness
of about 200 nm.
2.2 Morphology
Morphological characterization was carried out
using Veeco’s Digital Instrument’s Nanoscope IIIa
atomic force microscope (AFM) in tapping mode
configuration, using a Bruker SCM‐PIT tip
(Antimony (n) doped Si, frequency: 60‐100 kHz,
elastic constant: 1‐5 N/m, PtIr coated) and Carl
Zeiss EVO‐40 scanning electron microscope (SEM)
with an operating voltage of 20 kV. Analyses were
performed on the stainless steel substrate and on
coated samples. In particular, SEM was used in
210

order to scan the surface of the sample and
investigate the presence of deposition defects
and/or surface anomalies. AFM was mainly used
to investigate the presence of surface
morphological defects on the coating that were
supposed to be hardly visible using SEM due to the
coating transparency. AFM was also used at the
interface regions between coated and uncoated
substrate after adhesive tape removal in order to
obtain information about the overall thickness of
the deposits and confront it with the theoretical
deposition rates values and the results obtained
from GDOES analyses.
2.3 Composition
In‐depth compositional analyses were carried
out using Horiba Yobin‐Yvon’s RF – GD Profiler
GDOES. Due to the difficulties in calibration of
GDOES for the analysis of Titanium and
Aluminum oxides, only qualitative compositional
analyses were performed, even if a keen
calibration was performed in order to obtain
reliable single layer thickness values. GDOES
technolnique is strongly influenced by surface
roughness, which was relatively high.
2.4 Mechanical properties
In order to evaluate the resistance to
delamination
of
the
different
ALD
configurations, Vickers indentations were
applied to the samples under different load
conditions (HV0.1‐0.2‐0.5‐1.0‐2.0) and the
delaminated areas have been then measured
using a specific image post‐processing software
(Wayne Rasband, ImageJ 1.44p). As all
indentation hardness tests, Vickers indentation
are
dependant
from
the
mechanical
characteristics of the substrate and can only be
used to compare different coatings applied on
the same substrate and not results from
different substrates. As adhesion is strictly
connected to the surface roughness [34‐36],
Vickers adhesion tests will give reliable results
only for substrates with similar surface finishing.
2.5 Electrochemical properties
Electrochemical characterization of the different
samples was performed using Potendiodynamic
Polarizations.
An
AUTOLAB
PGSTAT‐20
potentiostat was used in a standard three
electrodes configuration. The reference electrode
was Ag/AgCl and the counter electrode was a
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99.99% pure Platinum wire. All measurements
have been performed in a pH 6.5, 0.2 M solution
of NaCl. All polarization curves were obtained
using a scan speed of 0.2 mV/s after 10 minutes
of immersion of the samples, in order to stabilize
the OCP. The potential has been increased from ‐
200 mV respect to the OCP to a measured current
density of about 10‐3 A/cm2.
2.6 Wear properties
Wear properties were investigated using an
industrial CETR UMT tribometer in ball‐on‐disc
configuration [37], using a WC counter‐material.
Wear testing was performed for 1, 10 and 100
cycles under dry conditions, at a relatively low
rotating speed (1 rps) and at different diameters
(15 mm, 18 mm, 21 mm). After testing, the wear
tracks were observed using SEM and the volume
losses were then estimated using a stylus
profilometer.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Morphology

Fig. 1. SEM images of Al2O3 coated sample obtained
at 1000 (a) and 5000 (b) magnifications.

SEM resulted to be an inadequate technique for
the analysis of ALD layers, since no
morphological differences were found between
images obtained on coated and uncoated regions
and no morphological properties of the ALD
layers could be correctly resolved using this
technique, even at relatively high magnifications,
such as 20k or 50k.
Figure 1 shows the SEM image obtained on the
Al2O3 coated samples, at relatively “low” (Fig. 1a)
and “high” (Fig. 1b) magnifications. It is only
possible to discriminate the presence of scars
and scratches caused by the cutting and grinding
of the stainless steel substrates, while no
information about the presence of the ALD layer
could be obtained from these images.
Similar results were obtained in the case of the
Al2O3/TiO2 coated samples, at relatively “low”
(Fig. 2a) and “high” (Fig. 2b) magnifications. It can
be observed that, even for this sample, only scars
and scratches caused by the mechanical cutting
and grinding of the sample can be observed.

Fig. 2. SEM images of Al2O3 coated sample obtained
at 1000 (a) and 5000 (b) magnifications.
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AFM observations gave similar results, with only
scratches and scars clearly visible on the
morphological maps obtained. In the case of the
maps obtained at the interface between coating
and substrate, they were successfully used in
order to estimate the overall coating thickness of
the different ALD layers (Fig. 3).

both coating thickness and surface roughness,
meaning that, after 200 nm, only substrate
signals can be seen by GDOES. At about 75 nm,
the two signals of Iron and Oxygen are even,
while at the surface, both Oxygen and Aluminium
show a peak. This behaviour is caused by the
substrate roughness, which causes a strong signal
overlap. For this reason, coating thickness could
not be correctly estimated using GDOES, but only
the thickness range could be determined. Surface
peak in oxygen content can also be explained
considering the well known hydrogen effect [38].

Fig. 3. AFM image obtained at the interface between
coated and uncoated areas of the Al2O3 coated sample.

The results obtained are resumed in Table 1:
Table 1. Coating thickness as obtained by AFM
measurements.
Coating
Al2O3
Al2O3/TiO2

a.

Thickness
µm
102± 3
107 ± 5

Composition

GDOES thickness measurement accuracy was
strongly influenced by the sharpness of the
interface region between coating and substrate.
Conventionally, in this work the coating thickness
has been measured between the top surface and
the intersection point between oxygen and iron
signals. Since no reference materials were present
for amorphous ceramics, a specific GDOES
calibration was required. Sputtered crater’s depth
was measured using a stylus profilometer and the
sputtering rate has been evaluated accordingly.
Following this calibration GDOES results shall be
considered semi‐quantitative and for this reason
the composition of the coatings and in particular of
Al2O3 layers is not stoichiometric.
Fig. 4 shows the results obtained by GDOES on
the Al2O3 coated sample. It can be observed that
the interface between coating and substrate is
not sharp. This is caused by the relatively high
surface roughness obtained after the sample
preparation. The iron signal, which is considered
representative for the substrate, reaches a
plateau at about 200 nm, which is influenced by
212

Fig. 4. GDOES graph obtained for the Al2O3 coated
sample. Signals of Iron, Chromium, Titanium, Oxygen
and Aluminum.

In the case of the bi‐layer formed by a layer of
Al2O3 followed by a second layer of TiO2, both
signals of Ti and Al can be observed in the first
150‐200 nm of analysis, while Oxygen can be
observed for more than 300 nm. The Iron signals
show a plateau after about 170 nm. It can be
observed that Titanium and Aluminium have a
clear peak in the coating region. The titanium
signals can be observed up to 100 nm, while the
Aluminium signals can be observed up to 170 nm.

Fig. 5. GDOES graph obtained for the Al2O3 coated
sample. Signals of Iron, Chromium, Titanium, Oxygen
and Aluminum.
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b.

Mechanical properties

highest indentation loads (9.8 N = HV1 and 19.6
N = HV2).
It can be observed that the best behaviour is
shown by the coating formed by two different
layers, with a lower delamination, in particular at
low loading conditions. At high loading conditions,
and in particular at 19.6 N, the two coatings
showed almost the same delamination areas.
Data dispersion was considerably high so a
statistical approach was followed, with about 20
Vickers indentations per load for each sample.

Fig. 6. 3 N Vickers indentation on AISI 420 Stainless
Steel coated with Al2O3.

Vickers indentations performed on the coated
sample surface were observed using SEM, as the
Optical Microscope field depth resulted to be too
small to sharply resolve all the delamination
details on the deformed region in just one image.
The dimension of the Vickers indentation is related
to the applied load. Even if localized defects are
hardly visible on the ALD coatings due to their
transparency, larger areas with a complete coating
removal resulted to be clearly visible on the SEM
images. A clear example of how the delaminated
areas have been evaluated is presented in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7. Fig. 6, in particular, shows a Vickers
indentation as obtained using a 3 N load on the
100 nm TiO2 coated sample, while Fig. 7 shows
details of cracks and delamination obtained using
a 10 N load. The results obtained for the different
samples are plotted in Fig. 8, as a function of the
applied load.

Fig. 8. Delamination as a function of the indentation load.

c.

Electrochemical properties

Polarization curves for the different samples with
a total coating thickness of about 100 nm are
shown in Fig. 9. Uncoated AISI 420 clearly shows a
passive behaviour in the 0.2 M NaCl solution, with
a corrosion current density between 10‐6 and 10‐7
A/cm2 and a passive region from ‐0.25 to ‐0.1 V
with respect to Ag/AgCl. The Open Circuit
Potential (OCP) for uncoated AISI 316 L steel
resulted to be about 0.1 V with respect to Ag/AgCl.

Fig. 7. Cracks and delamination in proximity of a
Vickers indentation (5N on Al2O3 coated AISI 420).

All coatings showed a clear dependence on the
applied load for the delaminated Area/Load
ratio, which remains almost constant only at the

Fig. 9. Polarization curves obtained on both coated
samples and on naked substrate.
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The two coatings showed two different shifts of
the corrosion potential, a positive shift to about ‐
0.15 V respect to Ag/AgCl in the case of the
single layer Al2O3 coating and a negative shift to
about ‐0.35 V in the case of the bi‐layered
structure of Al2O3 and TiO2.
In the case of the single layer coating, a corrosion
current density reduction of about one order of
magnitude, to about 3*10‐8 A/cm2, was observed,
while in the case of the bi‐layered structure, the
corrosion current density reduction resulted to be
more intense, reaching 3*10‐9 A/cm2.

caused by Al2O3 particles detached from the
sample surface during testing.
Increasing the number of cycles, it was possible
to observe the formation of a thick oxide layer
inside the wear track, and strong adhesion
phenomena, leading to a coarse wear track full
of irregular oxide depositions.

In the case of the single layer coating, the barrier
effect resulted to be similar in extension to the
passive range of the naked AISI 420 substrate, at
lower currents, while an extended barrier effect
was observed in the case of the bi‐layered structure.
d.

Wear properties

Figure 10 shows the wear track obtained after
10 cycles of ball‐on‐disc wear testing on the
sample coated with a single layer of Al2O3. It can
be observed that, even if the applied load is
relatively low, a wear track is clearly visible on
the surface of the sample and, in particular, third
body wear scars can be observed. The pristine
surface roughness of the sample has been
completely removed from the surface due to the
tribological contact with the WC counter‐part.

Fig. 11. Wear track obtained after just 10 cycles for
Al2O3/TiO2 bi‐layer.

Fig. 11 shows the wear track obtained after 10
cycles of ball‐on‐disc wear testing on the sample
coated with a bi‐layer formed by Al2O3 and TiO2.
It can be observed that, as seen before for the single
layer sample, the wear track is clearly visible at
1000 magnifications. Scars of third body wear are
present inside the wear track, even if the track itself
is smaller when compared to the track obtained
from the single layer sample.
Even in this case, EDXS analyses shown that the
ALD layer has been completely removed from the
wear track on the sample surface, due to the
tribological contact with the WC counterpart.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 10. Wear track obtained after just 10 cycles for
Al2O3 single layer.

EDXS localized analysis shown that the ALD
layer has been completely removed from the
surface due to the tribological contact.
It is possible that the clearly visible third body
wear on the surface of the sample has also been
214

Nanometric ALD mono‐ and bi‐ layers, with a total
thickness of about 200 nm, were successfully applied
to AISI 420 martensitic stainless steel using a thermal
ALD process based on H2O, TMA and TiCl4.
The applied ALD layers and the substrate where
successfully characterized using SEM, AFM, GDOES,
stylus profilometer, electrochemical equipment and
an industrial tribometer in ball‐on‐disc configuration.
The morphological characterization evidenced that
ALD layers are conformal and almost defect‐free
even at relatively high magnifications.
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GDOES testing correctly discriminated the presence of
the different ceramic layers on the AISI 420 substrate.
Adhesion testing showed that adhesion between
AISI 420 and 200 nm ALD layers is relatively poor
and cracks propagate from microhardness Vickers
indentations.
Electrochemical testing clearly showed that even an
ALD coating with a limited thickness of about 200
nm is sufficient to strongly improve the corrosion
resistance of the martensitic stainless steel substrate,
strongly reducing the corrosion current densities and
widening the passive range of this material.
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